RIICE EIGHT ARRIVAL

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

RIICE EIGHT ARRIVAL

BILEE TRANSITION (BILLEE.RIICE8): From over BILLEE INT on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

COLLEGE STATION TRANSITION (CLL.RIICE8): From over CLL VORTAC on CLL R-076 to BAZBL INT, then IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

COWBOY TRANSITION (CVE.RIICE8): From over CVE VOR/DME on CVE R-160 to TORNN INT, then on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

ILEXY TRANSITION (ILEXY.RIICE8): From over ILEXY INT on CLL R-238 to CLL VORTAC, then on CLL R-076 to BAZBL INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

LEONA TRANSITION (LOA.RIICE8): From over LOA VORTAC on LOA R-181 to BAZBL INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

LLO VORTAC on LLO R-081 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

LLANO TRANSITION (LLO.RIICE8): From over LLO VORTAC on LLO R-081 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

MILLSAP TRANSITION (MQP.RIICE8): From over MQP VORTAC on MQP R-124 to TORNN INT, then on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

MILLSAP TRANSITION (MQP.RIICE8): From over MQP VORTAC on MQP R-124 to TORNN INT, then on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

TRANSITION (MQP.RIICE8): From over MQP VORTAC on MQP R-124 to TORNN INT, then on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

TURNOVER TRANSITION (TORNN.RIICE8): From over TORRN INT on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

LEONA TRANSITION (LOA.RIICE8): From over LOA VORTAC on LOA R-181 to BAZBL INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

COWBOY TRANSITION (CVE.RIICE8): From over CVE VOR/DME on CVE R-160 to TORNN INT, then on TNV R-334 to HOMRN INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

ILEXY TRANSITION (ILEXY.RIICE8): From over ILEXY INT on CLL R-238 to CLL VORTAC, then on CLL R-076 to BAZBL INT, then on IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

COLLEGE STATION TRANSITION (CLL.RIICE8): From over CLL VORTAC on CLL R-076 to BAZBL INT, then IAH R-313 to RIICE INT. Thence . . . .

TURBOJETS: Landing East at IAH
Expect 9000 at RIICE

TURBOJETS: Landing West at IAH
Expect 16000 280K at RIICE

NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS equipped turboprop or turboprop-type aircraft landing IAH capable of 280K or greater must file the DRLLR/GUSHR (RNAV) STARs.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.